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Abstract: Interactive image segmentation is a process that extracts a foreground object from an image based on limited user input. In
this paper, we propose a novel interactive image segmentation algorithm named Perfect Snapping which is inspired by the presented
method named Lazy Snapping technique. In the algorithm, the mean shift algorithm with a boundary confidence prior is introduced to
efficiently pre-segment the original image into homogeneous regions (super-pixels) with precise boundary. Secondly, Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) clustering algorithm is used to describe and to model the super-pixels. Finally, a Monte Carlo based Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to perform parametric learning of mixture model for priori knowledge. Experimental results
indicate that the proposed algorithm can achieve higher segmentation quality with higher efficiency.
Keywords: Interactive Image Matting, Mean Shift Algorithm, Lazy Snapping

1. Introduction

1.1. Image Matting Algorithms

Interactive image segmentation [1, 2] has been an
important technique in image processing and video
editing, which refers to the problem of softly extracting
the foreground objects from a single input image. With
the rapid development of digital image processing
techniques, image segmentation has become possible to
segment the foreground objects on an individual pixel
level. And a variety of image segmentation algorithms
have been proposed and used in post image and video
editing. Purpose of image segmentation is to specify
which parts of the image belong to the foreground and
which parts belong to background. Usually, a user
imposes certain hard constraints for segmentation by
indicating certain pixels (seeds) that absolutely have to be
part of the foreground and certain pixels that have to be
part of the background. Intuitively, these hard constraints
provide clues on what the user intends to segment.

The early matting algorithms are based on known
background. The blue screen matting [3] was used for live
action matting, whose principle is to photograph the
subject against a constant-colored background (typically
blue and green). Recently, in the field of image matting
study, many natural image matting approaches have been
proposed. In natural image matting processing, moderate
user interactions are essential. In the Knockout [4]
method, the algorithm starts from the known foreground
and background of the trimap and extrapolates the known
foreground and background colors into the unknown
region to estimate the alpha matte In Ruzon and Tomasi’s
approach [5], a statistical method is proposed to analyze
the color samples of the foreground and background and
the estimation of In [6], a new image matting algorithm
based on principal components analysis (PCA) is
introduced to analyze the foreground and background
samples. This method utilizes the projection method to
estimate and have also a considerable computation cost.
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In [7], a Bayesian framework based image matting
approach is proposed. In this method, color samples of
foreground and background are clustered and modeled as
mixture Gaussian distribution. An estimation named
maximum a posterior (MAP) is introduced to calculate
foreground, background and simultaneously for each pair
of the foreground and background in a Bayesian
framework. The final estimate of is chosen from the pair
of the foreground and background that provides the
maximum likelihood. Although the algorithm achieved a
better result of matting, the algorithm is quite complex
and has a slower processing speed compared with
Knockout method. In [8], the Poisson Matting approach
for natural images matting of complex scenes is
presented. The basic idea behind the algorithm is to
formulate the problem of natural image matting as one of
solving Poisson equations with the matte gradient field.
Unlike previous methods that optimize a pixel’s alpha
matte in a statistical manner, the Poisson Matting method
operates directly on the gradient of the matte, which
reduces greatly the error caused by mis-classification of
color samples in a complex scene. But the shortcomings
of the algorithm include two aspects. Firstly, when the
foreground and background colors are very similar, the
matting equation becomes ill-conditioned. Secondly,
when the matte gradient estimated in global Poisson
Matting largely biases the true values, more user
interaction is required.
In [9], a novel approach called Flash Matting is
proposed. This algorithm can robustly recover the matte
from flash/no-flash images, even for scenes in which the
foreground and the background are similar or the
background is complex. In [10], an image matting
approach based on Belief Propagation is presented. The
approach can achieve better matting results only with less
trimap restriction by utilizing the discrete set of value to
formulate the matting problem as energy minimum
problem. But the algorithm is quite time consumed
subject to the iterative processing. Another scribble-based
method is proposed in [11]. The algorithm has a better
interaction performance and can achieve a better result
only by a few scribbles restriction. But it has a higher
computation cost and a lack of color statistic
characteristic. A known trimap is essential for the above
image matting algorithms. In [11, 12, 13, 14], some
interactive Graph Cuts [12] based approaches are
introduced. Grab Cut method [13] makes user draw a
rectangle around the periphery of the foreground object,
and then extracts the foreground objects accurately by
image segmentation and feathered process. Grow Cut
approach [14] is a geodesic distance based image matting
algorithm which utilizes the surface of “hard constraint
pixels” that user calibrated to grow outside to complete
image matting, and it is difficult to operate the texture
region using the method. Lazy Snapping [15] is another
well-known image matting algorithm. User only draws a
few lines in different places. The region that some lines
appear is regarded as foreground region and the region
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that others lines appear is regarded as background region,
and user can separate the object from the background by
these lines. However, the imposed lines drawn by user
must satisfy sufficiently to represent the colors species in
the foreground and background region. Otherwise user
must constantly add new lines until get satisfactory
results. Moreover, the over-segmentation problem of the
method remains to be solved.

1.2. Interactive Image Segmentation Algorithms
Graph Cut theory have been a classical algorithm to find
the optimal MAP estimation of various image
segmentation problems defined over an Markov Random
Field Model. Although the maxflow/mincut approach was
introduced early into foreground objects extraction of
image, their advantage was exploited based on the work
of Boykov et al. [16, 17] and their characterization of
functions that can be optimized by using Graph Cuts [18].
Graph Cuts Algorithm is widely used in a large quantity
of image segmentation problems like multi-camera scent
reconstruction [19, 20] and image/video segmentation
[21, 22]. Recently, there are a number of interactive image
segmentation algorithms with different human interaction
ways. Some representative interactive segmentation
methods such as Intelligent Scissor [23], Image Snapping
[24], which needs to densely put points or draws curves
around the foreground objects boundary, and thus reguires
an amount of user interaction especially for the object
with some complex shapes. In order to make it easy for
user to segment the foreground objects that user is
interested in, a more general image segmentation
framework based on Gra-ph Cut [25, 26] is proposed,
which uses a Graph to represent the image and utilize the
max-flow/min-cut algorithm to extract accurately the
foreground objects. Grab Cut algorithm [27] further
simplies the user interaction way only by drawing a
rectangle bounding box to cover user interested object,
Grab Cut can extract quickly a relatively accurate object.
In [28], the Graph Cut method is combined with the
random walker approach for a better segmentation quality
with a considerable time/space complexity. In [29], a
novel geodesic distance based image interactive
segmentation approach is presented, in which all
unmarked pixels are classified into “Background” and
“foreground” by using the calculated geodesic distance to
the user-provided scribbles, and thus only less scribbles
are needed to achieve desirable segmentation results.
In this paper, a novel image segmentation algorithm
named Perfect Snapping [30] is proposed. The algorithm
can be divided into the following steps:
a. Use mean shift algorithm with a boundary
confidence prior to efficiently pre-segment the original
image into homogeneous regions (super-pixels);
b. Perform mainly description and modeling for the
super-pixels by Gaussian Mixture Model clustering
algorithm;
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c. Complete the parametric learning of mixture model
for priori knowledge.
Extensive
experimental
results
have
been
implemented and compared with classical algorithm to
show its advantage.

2. Perfect Snapping Algorithm
2.1. Graph Cut with Pre-segmentation
The main idea of the Graph Cut model is to construct an
energy function and use weighted graph mapping and
network flow theory to convert the global labeling
problem to the maximum-flow/minimum-cut problem of
the corresponding weighted graph. To indicate the
classification of each pixel, we can construct pixel-based
Markov Random Field energy function as:
E(X) = ∑ E1 (xi ) + λ
i∈v

∑ E2 (xi , x j )

(1)

i, j∈ε

n

i=1



h−1 (x − xi )

2

(2)

Where xi ∈ Wh,z , Wh,z represents 5-D super-spheroid with
center at points xi and has a h = {hs , hc } bandwidth. hs
and hc represent the bandwidth of space and color,
respectively. Let the function g(x) = −k′ (x) and the
corresponding new kernel G(x) = λ g · kxk2 , then the
density of new kernel is described by:

n
2
∇ f ′ (x) ∝ ∑ (x − xi )g h−1 (x − xi )
i=1

To improve the filtering speed, the pixels are only
relegated to the corresponding model attractive regions.
After filtering, the model attractive regions are executed
recursion and combination according to regions
adjacency graph algorithm, color bandwidth and the size
of region. To obtain accurate pre-segment results, the
mean shift algorithm is extended to incorporate a
boundary confidence prior. Suppose that the gradient of a
continuous surface w(x, y) at (x, y) is the vector pointing
toward the direction of largest increase on the surface as:
∇ŵ(x, y) =

(3)

∂w
∂w
i+
j
∂x
∂y

(4)

Any Cartesian x-y coordinate system can be chosen since
it is easy to verify that the gradient magnitude and an edge
orientation as:

ω̂ = k∇ω̂ (x, y)k =

h ∂ w 2

θ̂ = arctan

Where v is the set of all nodes and is the set of all arcs
connecting adjacent nodes. E1 (xi ) is the likelihood energy
which measures the energy consumption that a node is
defined as foreground or background, and E2 (xi , x j ) is the
prior energy that denotes the cost when the labels of
adjacent nodes i and j are xi and x j respectively. In order
to simplify Graph Cut model, we usually use some
pre-segmentation algorithms to segment the original
image into some small regions which are regarded as the
nodes of the weighted graph to construct the Graph Cut
model. Compared with traditional Graph Cut method
viewing the pixel as node, the approach greatly simplify
the topological structure of weighted graph and reduced
the computation cost. In this paper we introduce a mean
shift based pre-segment algorithm with boundary prior in
place of the watershed method appeared in Lazy
Snapping [15]. Mean shift algorithm is an efficient tool
used for feature space analysis. To make segmentation
results similar in color and continuous in space
l ∗ u∗ v∗ ∼ x∗ y∗ , we perform a mean shift filtering on an
original image in 5-D feature space. Assume that the
probability density function of 5-D feature space is f (x):
∇ f (x) ∝ ∑ (x − xi )∇k
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∂x

+

 ∂ w 2 i 1
2

∂y

∂w.∂w

∂y

∂x

(5)

(6)

After finishing gradient estimation, every pixel in the
image is associated with an edge magnitude ω̂ and an
edge orientation θ̂ . Let ω̂[1] < · · · < ω̂[k] < ω̂[k+1]
< · · · < ω̂[N] be the ordered set of distinct magnitudes
values. Therefore, for any pixel, its edge magnitude ω̂[k] is
replaced with the probability:

δk = prob[ω̂ ≤ ω̂[k] ]

(7)

Note that δk is the percentile of the cumulative gradient
magnitude distribution. While the weight of each pixel i is
described as:

ψi = 1 − [αi εi + (1 − αi )ζi ]

(8)

Where εi and ζi represent the estimated gradient
magnitude and the confidence in the presence of an edge
pattern, respectively. The nearer the pixels to an edge, the
smaller its weight is. The above process can pre-segment
the original image into many small regions whose edges
are described well and whose color is consistent. In this
paper, we define this region as super-pixel and use it to
construct Graph Cut model. Compared with traditional
single-pixel based model, our method can simplify the
number of nodes and weighted edges of weighted graph
topological structure and reduce the computation cost and
memory consumption.

2.2. Character Description and Clustering
To extract the feature information of super-pixel, usual
methods are to compute the feature average of all sample
points of the region, which leads to the lack of spatial
color correlation between pixels. Thus, in this paper we
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introduce a Gaussian Mixture Model clustering algorithm
to describe the super-pixel. Denote a super-pixel i by
si = {µi , Σi }, where µi and Σi represent mean and
variance of color feature of region i respectively. In
Equation (1), to compute E1 (xi ), the user can define the
background seeds and the background seeds, the
super-pixels of unknown regions can be clustered by
Gaussian Mixture Model. The mean colors of the
foreground and background clusters are denoted as
{GF1 , GF2 , · · · , GFM } and {GB1 , GB2 , · · · , GBN } respectively,
where M and N are the clusters of foreground and
background respectively. Then, for each super-pixel,
minimum distance from its color cluster Gi to foreground
clusters can be expressed as:
DFi = minin∈[1,M] dis(Gi , GFn )

(9)

Newton-Raphson algorithm and use Monte Carlo
simulation to realize E-step of EM algorithm, which can
not only preserve the advantage of EM algorithm but also
effectively improve the convergence of EM algorithm.
Finally, the full description of MCEM algorithm can be
given. Firstly (E-step), use p(θ |θ (i) ,Y ) as the posterior
distribution density function of θ with adding the data Z,
let Q(θ |θ (i) ,Y ) be E-step integral, given sampling spots
{z1 , Z2 , · · · , zm } from p(Z|θ (i) ,Y ) Computing:
Q̂(θ |θ (i) ,Y ) =

1
m

m

∑ log p(θ |z j ,Y )

Secondly (M-step), maximizing the function Q̂(θ |θ (i) ,Y )
(i)
to work out θEM and satisfy (let Θ = log p(θ |Y )):
(i)

DBi

=

minin∈[1,N] dis(Gi , GBn )

Therefore E1 (xi ) is defined as follows:

E1 (xi = 1) = ∞ E1 (xi = 0) = 0
E1 (xi = 1) = 0
E1 (xi = 0) = ∞

(11)

∀i ∈ U

(12)

E1 (xi = 0) = DBi (DFi + DBi )−1

∀i ∈ U

(13)

Here, U is the uncertain (not labeled) super-pixel set. The
third equation guarantees the super-pixels to have the
label with similar colors to foreground or background. We
define E2 (xi , x j ) as a function of the color gradient
between two super-pixels i and j:
E2 (xi , x j ) = |xi − x j | · exp{−φ dis2 (Gm , Gn )}

dis(Gm , Gn ) =

∑

dis2 (Gm , Gn )

m,n∈Z

!−ε

(14)

(15)

√

2p
KLD(Gm kGn ) + 2KLD(Gn kGm )
2
(16)

KLD(Gm kGn ) =

Z

Gm (x) log

Gm (x)
dx
Gn (x)

(17)

Where KLD(·) is abbreviation to Kullback Leibler
Divergence, which is used to measure quantitatively the
distance between Gaussian features. To perform
parametric learning of mixture model for interactive
priori knowledge, EM algorithm is usually better
selection. EM algorithm is suitable for maximum
likelihood based Graph Cut segmentation model. To
overcome the problem of slow convergence speed of
traditional EM algorithm, a Monte Carlo based EM
(MCEM) acceleration algorithm is introduced. The main
idea is to combine MCEM algorithm and
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θ

θ

E1 (xi = 1) = DFi (DFi + DBi )−1

φ = |Z|−1

Q̂(θEM |θ (i) ,Y ) = max Q̂(θ |θ (i) ,Y )

(10)

∀i ∈ B
∀i ∈ F

(18)

j=1

(i+1)


∂ 2Θ
=θ + − 2
∂ θ θ (i)
Z
∂Θ
p(z|y, θ (i) )dz
×
∂θ
(i)



θ (i)



(i)

(θEM − θ (i) )

(19)

(20)

Thus arose an iteration: θ (i) → θ (i+1) , and then perform
the iteration operation for the above E-step and M-step
until kθ (i+1) − θ (i) k or kQ(θ (i+1) |θ i ,Y ) − Q(θ i |θ i ,Y )k
approaches infinitesimal. By the Geweke Law of Large
Numbers, we have:
Q̂(θ |θ (i) ,Y ) → Q(θ |θ (i) ,Y )

(21)

3. Experimental Result
To demonstrate the performance of our proposed
approach, we first test it on some public images. We also
compare our algorithm to Graph Cut [12], Grab Cut [13],
Lazy Snapping [15]. Our algorithm starts with following
initial parameters: λ = 50, α = 0.2, ε = 0.95, M = N = 5.
The system is running on a P4-2GHz desktop with 1GB
RAM. Figure 1 shows the pre-segmentation comparison
of watershed appeared in Lazy Snapping [15] and mean
shift used in our algorithm. The left column are the
original test images, the 2nd and 3rd columns displayed
the segmentation results by watershed and mean shift
with a boundary confidence prior.
In comparison, the over-segmentation phenomenon of
watershed is very serious, which necessarily leads to
higher time complexity of sequent Graph Cut model. To
compare, our method which uses mean shift incorporating
a boundary confidence prior can effectively control the
over-segmentation phenomenon and the number of
regions pre-segmented is less than 1% of the watershed
method.
The algorithm is also compared with Graph Cut,
Grab Cut and Lazy Snapping and the results are as shown
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Figure 1: Pre-segmentation comparison of watershed and mean
shift with a boundary confidence prior algorithm.

in Figure 2. In Figure 2, the top row is the original test
images with a quick object marking step: the red lines are
drawn to indicate the foreground and the blue lines to
indicate the background. The 2rd, 3th, 4th and 5th rows
displayed the segmentation results by Graph Cut, Grab
Cut, Lazy Snapping and Our method respectively. In
comparison, the proposed method outperforms in
complex scenes (the extraction of a pair of thin and long
tentacles in “Butterfly”, color similarity of foreground
and background in “Fish”, background complexity in
“Starfish” and “Boy”) and also gives better segmentation
results compared with Graph Cut, Grab Cut and Lazy
Snapping.
In Figure 3, we select another test image to further
compare four different methods. In the test image, a curl
of hair of a little girl is a particularly challenging object
with the characteristic of thin/long. Segmentation of the
special thin/long object such as human hair and animal
antenna is currently difficult to do better. From the results,
we can see that Graph Cut, Grab Cut and Lazy Snapping
either detect a few background pixels as foreground or
miss some important information of curl hair or hair
braids. By the proposed algorithm, more clean and
complete hair marked with red circle can be extracted
successfully. The segmentation results show distinct
improvement in comparison with previous methods.
In addition, comparison of average execution time of
the four methods is provided in Figure 3. By comparison,
we can see that the average time required of our method
extracting foreground objects less than Graph Cut, Grab
Cut and Lazy Snapping. For Lazy Snapping, in order to
obtain a general satisfied result it need execute many
interactions, and for any interaction operation it needs
rerun the whole Graph Cut model and thus decreases its
efficiency.

4. Conclusion

Figure 2: Some comparative results by the four methods.

Figure 3: Segmentation Results of different methods on a testing
image with complex scene including a curl of hair of a little girl.
(a)Graph Cut, (b)Grab Cut, (c)Lazy Snapping, (d)Our proposed
method.

In this paper, we propose a more effective interactive
image matting method compared with Graph Cut, Grab
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Cut and Lazy Snapping. Firstly, our method uses mean
shift algorithm with a boundary confidence prior to
efficiently pre-segment the original image into
homogeneous regions (super-pixels) with precise
boundary. Secondly, we introduce Gaussian Mixture
Model clustering algorithm to describe and model the
super-pixels. Finally, a Monte Carlo based EM
acceleration algorithm is presented to perform parametric
learning of mixture model for priori knowledge. The
experimental results show that our algorithm can
outperform in both matting quality and efficiency.

Figure 4: Comparison of average execution time of Graph Cut,
Grab Cut, Lazy Snapping and the proposed method.
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